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SEISMOLOGY 

New Array 
from our Geophysics Correspondent 

IN 1964 and 1965, the United States 
Government, seeing a political interest 
in extending the Partial Test Ban to 
cover underground explosions as well, 
installed the Large Aperture Seismic 
Array (LASA) in Montana. This array, 
which contains 525 short period and 63 
long period seismometers, was thought 
of as a prototype for a world network 
of perhaps ten arrays which could pro
vide adequate policing of an under
ground test ban. In the period since 
LASA was installed the interest in a test 
ban has waned, and with it the prospects 
for a network of LASAs. And yet it 
was clear from the very beginning that 
at least one more array would make 
sense scientifically. In fact, two more 
have been built-one in Norway called 
NORSAR and one in Alaska called 
ALPA. 

The Alaskan array contains only long 
period seismometers, whereas NORSAR 
is similar to but somewhat smaller than 
LASA. The rationale for a second and 
third array runs like this : LASA reports 
a large number of low magnitude events 
on the basis of its short period record
ings for which there is no adequate con
firmation from any other station. Thus 
a second short period array of com
parable power would provide a valuable 
cross check. The two arrays together 
could produce a bulletin of high credi
bility. On the other hand it has recently 
become increasingly apparent that the 
long period Rayleigh wave is crucial to 
identification of explosions. Detection 
of this is best done as close to the source 
as possible (this is not true for short 
period waves) and preferably on the 
same continent. With the United States 
interest in monitoring Eurasia, Norway 
was an obvious location for a long 
period array also, but in order to give 
increased azimuthal coverage an array 
in Alaska was also highly desirable. 

A short conference was held in Oslo 
from November 22 to 24 to mark the 
opening of NORSAR. The first day 
was given over to demonstrations of the 
array's capabilities. Instrumentation at 
the 132 seismometer vaults over an 
aperture of l 00 km is monitored and 
controlled from a central computer 
which also handles the recording of 
data and the real time forming of 
phased beams to hunt for events. 
40,000 or so bits arrive every second. 
From the steady stream of tens of de
tected "events" per hour, a small number 
are finally accepted for the daily bulletin 
which reports ten or twenty events daily. 

The two days of lectures were devoted 
to array and digital processing and the 
earthquake/explosion problem. K. 
Whitham (Ottawa) gave an invited talk 

on identification of seismic events. He 
described recent research performed in 
his group on the surface wavebody wave 
criterion, short period discriminants and 
the capabilities of actual and proposed 
networks . His sober and careful assess
ment deserves a wider audience-par
ticularly in the United States-than a 
meeting can provide. I. P. Pasechnik 
(Moscow) gave a Russian view of array 
usage in another invited contribution. 
Although arrays have been used in the 
Soviet Union for teleseismic observa
tions, their chief use is in the huge pro
gramme of Deep Seismic Sounding 
which has produced some remarka-ble 
results. 

First results on NORSAR's capability 
were presented by E. S. Husebye (chief 
seismologist at NORSAR), C. P. Felix 
(IBM), T. W. Harley (Texas Instru
ments), H. Bungum (NORSAR), J. R. 
Filson (MIT, Lincoln) and R. T. Lacoss 
(MIT, Lincoln). It seemed from these 
speakers that NORSAR was working 
well and efficiently. Short period 
signals are remarkably rich in frequen
cies higher than one cycle per second 
(in strong contrast with experience at 
LASA). Long period signals and noise 
were discussed at some length. Noise 
sources seem to cover a surprisingly 
wide range of azimuths. The Atlantic 
is frequently dominant, with micro
seismic storms arriving from bad 

Why So Big? 
LARGE mRNA molecules are now all 
the vogue in tumour virology. The ball 
was set rolling by Darnell's group (Proc. 
US Nat. Acad. Sci., 65, 1089; 1970), 
who reported that the virus-specific 
mRNA extracted from SV40-trans
formed 3T3 cells was considerably 
larger than that expected of a single 
polycistronic transcript. There were 
several possible explanations: first, that 
the mRNA was a concatenate of 
several polycistronic transcripts of an 
SV40 genome; second, that the mRNA 
was the product of transcription from 
a multimeric form of the SV40 DNA 
within the transformed cell ; and third, 
that the mRNA contained non-viral 
nucleotide sequences, presumably cel
lular in origin. Darnell's group went on 
to show that the large mRNA did in
deed contain cellular sequences, and 
this seemed to confirm that the SV40 
genome is integrated into the host DNA 
in the transformed cell. 

Evidence was then reported 
(Tonegawa et al., Cold Spring Harbor 
Symp. Quant. Biol., 25, 823 ; 1970) to 
indicate nhat some, at lea,st, of the virus
specific mRNA produced in cells 
lytically infected by tumour viruses is 
also too large to be the product of a 
single round of polycistronic transcrip
tion. Again, the several explanations 
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weather regions, but a significant pro
portion of the energy of the 20 s period 
range comes from the same general 
direction as signals from Russian under
ground explosions. 

Array location capabilities were the 
subject of considerable discussion. l. 
Noponen (Helsinki), R. M. Sheppard 
(MIT, Lincoln), and E. Husebye (NOR
SAR) took very different approaches to 
the problem of understanding the 
sources of mislocation and making 
allowances for them. Several speakers 
examined further uses of arrays. D. 
Doornbos (Utrecht) showed uses of the 
vespa process for extracting core phases 
information at NORSAR. D. Davies 
(MIT, Lincoln) announced the discovery 
of phase PKJKP at LASA, yielding a 
shear velocity in the inner core of 2.9 km 
s-1. 

The meeting was, by any standards, a 
success. It brought together a diversity 
of European seismologists for very wide
ranging discussions on arrays and their 
uses, and indicated that NORSAR is 
already beginning to take root in the 
seismological community. An array 
demands of the seismologist a funda
mentally new way of thinking about bis 
subject- it is certainly much more than 
one station of ultra-high gain. It is clear 
that there are many seismologists pre
pared to take up this challenge of new 
methods . 

were available, and an attempt to dis
tinguish between these alternatives is 
reported in next Wednesday's Nature 
New Biology (January 12). In this re
port, Jaeniscb has examined the RNA: 
DNA hybrids made by annealing 
miRNA extracted from SV40-infected 
monkey kidney cells with SV40 DNA. 
He finds that although most of the virus
specific mRNA of size 6-10 x 105 

daltons (the SV40 genome is about 
2.5 x 106 daltons) forms hybrids which 
show high resistance to ribonuclease, 
the virus-specific mRNA which is of 
size 1.5 - 3 x I 06 makes hybrids which 
are considerably more susceptible to 
RNAase digestion. Jaenisch argues, not 
unreasonably, that because the RNA is 
extensively degraded under the hy
bridization conditions used, this 
difference. in RNAase susceptibility must 
reflect the presence of non-viral 
sequences in the large SV 40 specific 
mRNA. 

Some positive data are needed, of 
course, to show that the non-viral se
quences are indeed cellular and not, say, 
poly A or other "nonsense". But the 
interpretat,ion that they are indeed cel
lular is a reminder of the recent evi
dence of Defendi's group that the SV40 
genome is integrated into the host DNA 
even during lytic infections. 
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